
FOOT SPA

Please keep this manual for future use.
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PARTS LIST

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Connect the main frame to the power source, and then connect the
parts we provide to the main frame. Make sure that put the fixture in
a dry and stable place.

2. Turn on the machine by pressing down the power button on the
back side of the main frame.

3. Put the arrays into your basin. The water level should completely
submerge the array.

4. It is recommended that add about 0.1g sea salt to the bath water
to enhance ionic conduction.

5. Press the corresponding touch key to start the desired working
mode.
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PANEL INSTRUCTIONS

Start the Working Cycle
Stop the Working Cycle

Time Decreasing Button

Time Increasing Button

Mode Switching ButtonVolt Amperage

High Intensity
Medium Intensity

Low Intensity

Intensity Switching Button

FIR Belt PortPower Interface Power Switch
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MODE INSTRUCTIONS

Mode 1 All positive polarity, expelling acid substance and raising PH
levels.
Mode 1 is the default mode whose setting time is 30 minutes. The
maximum working cycle is 60 minutes. However, 30-minute-session is
suitable for most of the people.

Mode 2 All negative polarity, expelling heavy metals and lowering PH
levels.
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Mode 3 (70%+)(30%-)Expelling acid substance as well as heavy metals
and raising PH levels. Mode 3 is the most popular mode which is
suitable for most people.

Mode 4 (15%+)(15%-)(5%-)Expelling acid substance as well as heavy
metals and raising PH levels.

Mode 5 (10%-)(15%+)(5%-)Expelling heavy metals as well as acid
substance and maintaining a stale PH level.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE ACTION NEEDED

No values displayed on the screen The Wrist Band enters

protection mode

Unplug the machine and reboot it.

Press the STOP button and then

START button twice. The screen will

display values and reboot the wrist

band function.

Black Screen/the screen only

displays zero

The power supply is not

connected

Check if the power is plugged in.

Fuse burned out Replace the fuse.

The power switch is not

turned on

Turn on the power source.

The machine stops working The array is not

connected.

Check if the array is plugged in

The array is broken. Replace the array.

NOTE

It should never be used by people who are:

 Using a peacemaker;
 With a heart condition or epilepsy;
 Pregnant.

SPECIFICATION

Item No.: HK-809 Max Power: 60W
Frequency: 50Hz-60Hz Electric Current: 0-2.5A
Input Power: AC110V-230V Out Power: 0-15V.


